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it you had better remain in the city of Addis Ababa. Send
ajljhe foreigners packing. I swear you perfect loyalty."
" The Emperor replied in the learned philosophical tones
which he knew always baffled the old general. No man,
he said, reposed his money or his confidence in a servant
that he did not trust, and he was in that position with regard
to the Ethiopian people. He gave the same advice about
the wearing of khaki, the abandonment of white shammas,
guerrilla tactics, scattering before planes and tanks that
he gave on mobilisation day. The troops should not use
the wide radial style of encampment traditional to Ethiopia,
but should settle under cover of trees and in hidden caves
and gorges. " Every man who dies for Ethiopia," he said,
" will be a holy saint and martyra and I am ready, too, to
pour out my blood, with my family, children and dynasty."
He thus showed to the Ethiopians that he did not intend
to follow the advice of the War Minister : that he was going
to the war.
Dedjaz Mangasha lima, Director of the War Ministry
and the Emperor's uncle, led off the vanguard to Bole
camp on the plain towards Debra Brehan and Dessye.
The Gofas were barred the town for misbehaviour and
calculated ferocity. Ras Mulugeta followed with his great
tent.
At Bole, however, he preferred to use a hut, roofed with
corrugated iron, where he sat for a day or two dealing out
severe sentences to disobedient soldiers. Moshesha Wolde
with his lean-faced Kambatas was also with him. The
army scattered northward to Dessye, by the two caravan
tracks and the new Imperial Road. Other troops arriving
from Gore filled the Akaki plain.
Dedjaz Abebe and his Gofas had been told by the
Emperor that they would be used in the Ogaden; Mulu-
geta with typical tyranny ordered Abebe to follow him to
the north. He was interfering now in all directions : he
had even chained up the Ethiopian Director of the Finance
Ministry because Colson had opposed his mobilisation plan.
Measures of pardon extended by the Emperor to his old
enemies, Fitorari Birru and the eunuch commander
Dedjazmatch Balcha, had strengthened Mulugeta's con-
servative following.
Dedjaz Abebe told Mulugeta sharply that if indeed he

